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Abstract

Given its wide applications, there is increasing focus on generating 3D human motions from textual descriptions. Differing from the majority of previous works, which regard actions as single entities and can only generate short sequences for simple motions, we propose EMS, an elaborative motion synthesis model conditioned on detailed natural language descriptions. It generates natural and smooth motion sequences for long and complicated actions by factorizing them into groups of atomic actions. Meanwhile, it understands atomic-action level attributes (e.g., motion direction, speed, and body parts) and enables users to generate sequences of unseen complex actions from unique sequences of known atomic actions with independent attribute settings and timings applied. We evaluate our method on the KIT Motion-Language and BABEL benchmarks, where it outperforms all previous state-of-the-art with noticeable margins.

1. Introduction

Generating 3D human motions has been widely used in many areas, such as in film and game industries to animate characters in the scene or in sports and medical applications to analyze and explain the movement of players and patients, respectively. Many of these tasks have resorted to motion data, which require laborious manual work by animators or high recording costs. Furthermore, existing tools often are not user-friendly and require extensive training in advance of using the tools. Recently, attention to generating 3D human motions conditioned on natural language descriptions (i.e., text-to-motion) has grown in the vision and graphics community as an alternative method that can provide high-quality and flexible results from one of the most intuitive and comfortable interfaces for people, which is a textual description. The task, however, is challenging, given the diversity of language descriptions and complexity of 3D human motion synthesis. Many recent works have attempted to make progress in this space. The earliest works [13, 28] focus on generating motions conditioned on a single action label (i.e., a word); however, action labels contain limited semantic representations and can’t guide detailed motion generation as a result. The following works [23, 10, 2] naturally go further by encoding longer natural language descriptions as text input. The most recent works [17, 29, 39, 6] either focus on improving the generalization of extracted semantic representations or improving the generation quality of the motion synthesis module. To the best of our knowledge, all of them try to generate a single latent vector to describe the whole textual input then forward it to a decoder for motion synthesis. If regarding generated motions as a "visualized" language, previous works are similar to seq-to-seq methods designed for sentence-to-sentence translation. It works well when the natural language input contains limited semantic information which can be fully covered by a single sentence. How-
ever, such methods would have difficulties to model all the semantic representations and inherited dependencies when the input information increases to a paragraph or article level. Furthermore, the GPU memory size will limit the maximum length of the input sequence, making the methods unable to tackle the full paragraph or article as a single entity. A natural idea may come up as directly factorizing the input paragraph into sentences and then applying a seq-to-seq method autoregressively to translate the factorized sentences one by one. However, given the successful experience in \[8, 46\], such simple concatenation won’t work well because it doesn’t capture the contextual information thoroughly where the same sentence may have different semantic meanings depending on its contexts. This also applies to text-conditioned motion synthesis. For example, the same “stand up” action could be visually different when its previous action is either “sit down” or “squat down”.

Inspired by this, we propose EMS, an Elaborative Motion Synthesis model conditioned on detailed natural language descriptions. EMS aims to generate natural and smooth 3D motion sequences of complicated actions by factorizing them into components of atomic actions. As is shown in Figure 2, EMS is a two-stage generation model where a sequence of atomic actions (i.e., unique behaviors) are first generated by the atomic action generation subnet \( N_{avae} \) then they are refined and connected by the connection sub-net \( N_{cvae} \). In our implementation, both of the sub-nets are transformer-based variational auto-encoders (VAE). However, our framework does not rely on specific ”sentence-level” translation backbones, so we can also use the recently released diffusion module \[39\] or graph GAN[1] as our backbone. Although our model is especially designed for generating complicated long motion sequences, when compared with previous state-of-the-art on KIT-ML benchmark, our model still outperforms in all existing metrics with noticeable margins. When it comes to the more challenging BABEL benchmark, our method is on average 36 percent better than the previous SOTA.

In a nutshell, our contributions are four-fold:

- We propose **EMS**, a two-stage text-conditioned elaborative motion synthesis model which generates smooth and natural 3D motion sequences for complicated actions given detailed natural language descriptions. Users can generate sequences of unseen complex actions from unique sequences of known atomic actions with independent attribute settings and timings applied.

- We propose **Natural Loss** for the text-to-motion task, an objective function especially designed to judge if the generated motions look natural by calculating the difference between prior and posterior distributions.

- We built a synthetic (i.e., augmented) dataset containing contrastive atomic action samples, which enable the model to understand atomic-action level attributes.

- We demonstrate that our model outperforms all previous SOTA in various metrics with noticeable margins on the two existing benchmarks.

2. Related Works

In this section, we will briefly review previous literature on motion synthesis and text-conditioned motion generation. Although there are many other text-conditioned generation tasks, like image generation \[16, 15\] and video generation \[7, 14\], as they focus on generating different modalities, often with much larger datasets, we won’t discuss them here.

**Human Motion Synthesis** Human motion synthesis requires the model to generate human motions either conditioned on specific types of modalities or from unconstrained distributions. Thus, there are two main categories of motion synthesis, 1) conditioned synthesis and 2) unconditioned synthesis. The first types of methods aim to generate motion sequences based on a specific kind of modality like music \[19, 21, 22\], speech \[11, 5, 3\], and text \[23, 25, 1, 2\] etc. The latter ones \[26, 35, 37, 44, 48\] directly generate motions from an unconstrained distribution, which allows the model to generate numerous samples but users basically can’t intervene the generation process. Lately there are three mainstream methods, VAEs\[13, 28\], GANs\[1, 25\], and Diffusions\[39\]. Our EMS model should be recognized as one of the text-conditioned motion generation methods. But it mainly focuses on providing a new perspective on synthesizing motion sequences of complicated actions.

**Text-conditioned Motion Generation** Thanks to the great success of large language models \[8, 9, 40\] in recent years, it’s now possible to extract robust semantic representations directly from natural language descriptions. The leading pipelines of current text-conditioned motion generation methods all focus on mapping the extracted semantic representations and motion features to the same distribution in a shared latent space, then implementing a decoder that translates latent variables to 3-dimensional motions. For example, some methods \[31, 47\] use 2D body motions with fixed root joints, which makes the generated motion incomplete for many applications since they are unable to model the global trajectory. Another method \[1\] applies 2D pose estimation on captioned video datasets and projects the joints to 3D axis with manual data cleaning. However, due to the heavy occlusion of lower bodies, they can only model the upper body motions. Most recent works \[24, 43, 12, 20, 29, 23, 25, 1, 10, 14, 17\] directly use 3D motion capture datasets \[30, 32\] with textual descriptions. The majority
of them[24, 12, 29, 23, 25, 1, 10, 14, 17, 12, 39, 49] are trying to combine different language extractors and motion synthesis backbones. They still treat the motions and descriptions as single entities. As discussed before, this leads the model to easily overfit and also prevents the model from generating motion sequences for long and complex actions.

There exist previous studies that are similar to ours [43, 20], where they propose a multi-act action generator. However, firstly they only use action tags (words) as input, which contains very limited semantic representations. For example, when generating a "kick" action, they can neither control the avatar using left feet or right feet to kick the ball nor generate a fast kick or slowly kick. Secondly, they simply assemble the atomic action sequences and don’t make full use of both textual and motion contextual information. E.g. TEACH [4] does not incorporate any motion context and only includes the action label of the preceding action for text context, our model significantly broadens this context scope. Lastly, we propose a unique natural loss to eliminate the discontinuity during connection stages.

There also has been an attempt to build a system that is most similar to what we aim for [45]. The system is basically developed for pre-visualization of movies, where it can generate 3D human motions of multiple characters interacting with each other given movie scripts. Although impressive motions with details were generated from a simple interface that can easily be controlled by users, the system can only handle limited scenarios, motion generation for a scenario often takes several hours due to computationally expensive stochastic optimization, and the input script needs to be converted as a form of a directed acyclic graph called an event graph. Note that the system was developed before recent breakthroughs in modeling language and motion by deep learning. We ultimately aim to generate similar high-quality results relying on recent breakthroughs while overcoming existing shortcomings. The method we present in this paper will be a stepping stone in that direction.

3. Methods

3.1. Task Definition

Given a textual description of motion, our task (text-to-motion) is to generate a full-body motion in 3D that corresponds to the input description semantically. More specifically, we are interested in a setting where the input description (e.g., a very long sentence or a sequence of sentences), and it could also include detailed modifiers for the behaviors.

Clearly defined, the model takes in natural language descriptions \( W_{1:m} = \{W_1, W_2, ..., W_m\} \) of the complicated action \( A_{1:m} = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_m\} \), duration of each atomic action \( D_{1:m} = \{D_1, D_2, ..., D_m\} \) then generates 3D motion sequences \( M_{1:F} = \{M_1, M_2, ..., M_F\} \) during the inference stage, where each \( W_i \) represents part of the input sentence describing an atomic action \( a_i \) existing in the full action. Each \( D_i \) represents the duration of the \( i^{th} \) atomic action, \( F \) represents the total frames of generated full action sequence, where \( F = \sum_{i=1}^{m} D_i \), and \( m \) represents the number of atomic action components of the full action \( A \). During the training stage, the model will also require ground truth 3D motion sequences \( H = \{H_{1:D_1}, H_{2:D_2}, ..., H_{m:D_m}\} \), where each \( H_{i:D_i} \) represents the ground truth motions of the \( i^{th} \) atomic action. Each motion is represented as a sequence of poses \( H_{i:j} = \{H_j, H_{j+1}, ..., H_{D_j}\} \) where \( H_j \) is the \( j^{th} \) pose (i.e., joint angles and the root joint position) of an articulated human body.

Prompt Engineering for Textual Description. Differing from previous methods [43, 20], which directly use the action label (e.g., 'kick', 'walk') as the textual description of an atomic action, we do prompt engineering to preserve the semantic information in natural language descriptions. We add prompt heads, “The person firstly xxx” to the very first atomic action component, “finally, xxx” to the last atomic action, and “then xxx” to the others. Meanwhile, we noticed that the temporal stamps of atomic actions contain overlap in the original annotation of BABEL [32]. In other words, multiple atomic actions may happen simultaneously during some temporal stages. If only using atomic action labels as the textual description, the model may get multiple training samples whose ground truth motions are the same, but their descriptions differ from each other. It may also encounter samples whose textual descriptions are the same, but their ground truth motions are different (e.g., the motion of "kicks while throwing" would be different from "kicks"). Thus, as is shown in Figure 3, if multiple atomic actions happen simultaneously, we fill them into the prompt "{Action 1}, {Action 2}..., and {Action n-1} while {Action n}".

Motion Representation. We followed TEMOS [29] to encode the global root trajectory of the body and joint rotations in 6D representation format [50] and forward them to SMPL[10] to get the motion representation.

3.2. Model Structure

As is shown in Figure 2, the EMS model employs a transformer [41] based multimodal VAE. To be specific, the model contains two sub-nets \( N_{avae} \) and \( N_{cvae} \). \( N_{avae} \) focuses on generating the motion sequence of a single atomic action. It is a multimodal-conditioned VAE that conditions on both ground truth motions and natural language descriptions during the training stage, and only conditions on the natural language descriptions during the inference stage. On the other hand, \( N_{cvae} \) is a motion-conditioned VAE de-
Figure 2. **Model Overview**: For easier understanding, we skip the input of duration $D_i$ and related positional encoding modules. The model contains two sub-nets $N_{avae}$ and $N_{cvae}$, where $N_{avae}$ generates motions of single atomic action and $N_{cvae}$ refines and connects the generated motions of atomic actions. The two subnets share the same Motion Decoder $M_{dec}$ during the training. In the figure, we show the training and inference procedures of the target atomic action $a_i$, whose natural description is $W_i$, ground truth motion is $H_i^{1:D_i}$, duration is $D_i$ (not shown in the figure), synthetic description is $W_{syn}^i$, and synthetic ground truth motion is $H_{syn}^{1:D_i}$. We bold the description to show the difference between $W_i$ and $W_{syn}^i$. During the training stage, the model takes in both natural language descriptions, durations, and ground truth motion sequences. During the inference stage, the Motion Encoder $M_{enc}$ is deactivated, and the model can generate motions only from natural language descriptions and durations.

Figure 3. Illustration of temporal segmenting and prompt engineering. The translucent rounded rectangles with different colors represent the original annotations. The texts above brackets are modified descriptions $W_i$ after segmenting and prompt engineering of atomic action $a_i$.

Note that the model and training framework we propose is flexible rather than being specific to certain methods, where the encoders and decoders can be easily replaced by other kinds of motion synthesis and semantic representation extraction methods (e.g., GAN[1], Diffusion[39], Bert[8], Distilled Bert[36], or GPT3[9]). We will then introduce the detailed structures and settings of the encoders and decoders of the two sub-nets in later paragraphs. For implementation efficiency, all our encoders and decoders are transformer-based without extra specifications.

**Atomic Action Generation Net** $N_{avae}$ contains a text encoder $T_{enc}$, an atomic motion encoder $M_{enc}$, and a motion decoder $M_{dec}$. For the text encoder, after extracting word embeddings from a pre-trained language model [36], the text encoder $T_{enc}$ will encode the embeddings to a shared multimodal sphere as learnable distribution tokens ($\mu^t$, and $\sigma^t$). For the motion encoder, we followed the steps in [29] to reorganize the motion sequence and also encode them to the shared multimodal sphere as learnable distribution tokens ($\mu^m$, and $\sigma^m$). The distribution tokens are then treated as the $\mu$ and $\sigma$ of a Gaussian Distribution. With the reparameterization trick [18], we sample text latent vector $Z^t$ from $\mathcal{N}(\mu^t, \sigma^t)$ and motion latent vector $Z^m$ from...
$\mathcal{N}(\mu^m, \sigma^m)$. As mentioned before, the latent vectors of two different modalities share the same latent space dimensionality $d$. Both of them will be forwarded to the motion decoder $\mathcal{M}_{dec}$ independently with the duration of the atomic action to generate motion sequence $M'_{1:D_i}$ and $T_{1:D_i}$.

$$M'_{1:D_i} = \mathcal{M}_{dec}(Z^m, D_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$T_{1:D_i} = \mathcal{M}_{dec}(Z^t, D_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the following sections, we will introduce how these generated motion sequences are used for connection and optimization. During the training stage, the module is optimized by a KL loss function to extract the same Gaussian distributions from the two input modalities and regulated by a reconstruction loss to generate motions similar to the ground truth independently.

**Atomic Action Connection Net** $\mathcal{N}_{cvae}$ contains a multimotion encoder $\mathcal{M}_{enc}$, and shares the motion decoder $\mathcal{M}_{dec}$ in $\mathcal{N}_{avae}$. Similar to $\mathcal{M}_{enc}$, $\mathcal{M}_{con}$ also takes in reorganized motion sequences and encodes them to the shared multimodal sphere as learnable distribution tokens $\mu^c$ and $\sigma^c$. The difference lies in that the input motions are not ground truth training samples but the concatenation of generated motions $T_{D_{i-1}-P:D_{i-1}}, T_{i:D_{i}},$ and $T_{i+1:P}$, where $P$ represents the temporal window the model used for connection and refinement. Similarly, the motion decoder $\mathcal{M}_{dec}$ will generate the connection motions $C_{D_{i-1}-P:D_{i-1}}, C_{i:D_{i}},$ and $C_{i+1:P}$ with the duration $2P + D_i$. We explored the influence brought by different contextual window settings, and the details will be introduced in section 5. In our implementation, the duration of each atomic action is applied in creating masks and generating positional encoding in the form of sinusoidal functions. It’s time-consuming to generate motion features of the previous and next atomic action at every iteration. Directly using the ground truth motions seems an efficient option; however, it will cause a serious mismatch between the training and inference stage since the ground truth motions are inaccessible during the inference stage. On the other hand, for the first several epochs, the model is far from converged and won’t generate realistic sequences. Thus, we build a motion cache to store the generated motions and update it according to a heuristic rule at every iteration. More specifically, the cache will be initialized with the ground truth motions. Then in each iteration, if the generated motions are similar to the ground truth samples (above a threshold $\Theta$) and more similar than the current cached ones (we ignore this requirement if the cached sample is ground truth), the cached samples will be replaced by the newly generated ones.

### 3.3. Synthetic Data Generation

For each atomic action sample, if it contains body part name in the description, we mirror the sequence to get a synthetic sample of a similar motion with different body parts. For example, for the action "kicks the ball with left foot", through mirroring, we could have a synthetic sample of "kicks the ball with right foot". Meanwhile, to enable the model to understand motion speed, we will randomly accelerate or slow down the motion sample and add adverbs like "fast", "quickly", and "slowly" in the description to generate extra samples. The ratio of acceleration or slowing down is randomly selected from 0.3 to 3. The synthetic text descriptions $W^{syn}_{i}$ and motion sequences $H^{i,syn}_{1}$ are also forwarded to $\mathcal{N}_{avae}$ just like $W_i$ and $H_i$ to get the output of distribution tokens, latent vectors, and generated motion sequences. In other words, these synthetically created samples will be used not only in the contrastive learning task but also in the main generation task.

### 3.4. Training EMS

Our model is trained on atomic action samples. Thus, during the training stage, we randomly sample a batch of atomic actions at a time. These atomic actions don’t need to be the components of the same full action. For each atomic action $a_i$, the model consumes in the textual description of itself $W_i$, its previous action $W_{i-1}$, next action $W_{i+1}$, and synthetic sample $W^{syn}_i$. For the motion input, it requires the ground truth motion sequence of itself $H^{i}_{1:D_i}$, its synthetic sample $H^{i,syn}_{1:D_i}$, parts of previous atomic action $H^{i-1}_{D_{i-1}-P:D_{i-1}}$, and next atomic action $H^{i+1}_{1:P}$. If the atomic action is the first or last component of the full action, the first or last P frames will be used as a part of previous or next atomic action, and the rest frames are preserved. Our loss function $L$ for a training sample consists 4 terms:

$$L = \lambda_{rec}L_{rec} + \lambda_{emb}L_{emb} + \lambda_{nat}L_{nat} + \lambda_{con}L_{con} \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where the terms correspond to reconstruction, embedding, naturalness, and contrastive, respectively, and $\lambda_i$ is its corresponding weight. The details of the terms are as follows:

**Reconstruction Loss** The reconstruction loss $L_{rec}$ enforces the model to generate motions that are similar to the corresponding ground truth motions conditioned on different modalities (i.e., ground truth motions, natural language descriptions, and generated motions):

$$L_{rec} = l_1(H^i_1D_i,T^i_1D_i) + l_1(H^{i,1}_{i:D_i},M^i_1D_i) + l_1(H^{i,syn}_{1:D_i},T^{i,syn}_{1:D_i}) + l_1(H^{i,syn}_{1:D_i},T^{i,syn}_{1:D_i}) + l_1(C^{i-1}_{D_{i-1}-P:D_{i-1}}:C^{i+1}_{1:D_i},H^{i-1}_{D_{i-1}-P:M},H^{i+1}_{1:P}) \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $l_1$ represents the smooth L1 loss. Note that the first two terms indirectly encourage the two distinctive embeddings, one generated from the atomic motion encoder $\mathcal{N}_{avae}$.
and the other generated from the text encoder \( T_{\text{enc}} \), to be the same. The third term generated from \( T_{\text{enc}} \), but conditioned on the synthetic description, and the fourth term generated from \( M_{\text{enc}} \) but conditioned on the synthetic motions. Similar to the first and second terms, they are also regulated to be the same. The last term will update the connection motion encoder \( N_{\text{con}} \) so that it generates motions that are similar to the corresponding ground truth motions as well.

**Embedding Loss** Our embedding loss regularizes the reparameterized distributions

\[
L_{KL} = KL(N(\mu^f, \phi^f)||N(0, I)) + KL(N(\mu^i, \phi^i)||N(0, I)) + KL(N(\mu^m, \phi^m)||N(0, I)) + KL(N(\mu^m, \phi^m)||N(\mu^i, \phi^i))
\]

(5)

where the first three terms enforce all three encoders to generate embedding that is similar to Gaussian distributions, and the last term directly encourages the motion and text embeddings to be the same.

**Natural Loss** Unlike previous methods generating the output motion all at once, we propose a two-stage approach where atomic actions are first generated, and then connected and refined in the later stage. We notice that the reconstruction loss is not enough to make the combined motions smooth enough. This is mainly because the original atomic actions are generated separately, and the number of possible combinations by those atomic actions grows exponentially as the length of the input description increases. As a result, the publicly available training datasets we use in this paper might not have enough combinations of those atomic actions. This problem has not yet been visited in other relevant work [4, 20, 12] because they aim for generating motions given short input descriptions. To mitigate this problem, we introduce an additional loss \( L_{\text{nat}} \) to judge whether the generated motions look natural based on an existing motion prior HuMoR [35], which is a conditional VAE model with a learnable posterior learned in an unsupervised manner from a motion dataset. More specifically, we pretrain transformer-based prior \( M_{\text{prior}} \) and posterior \( M_{\text{post}} \) encoders, which encode \( C_{1:D_{i}}^{\text{i}} = C_{D_{i-1}:P_{D_{i-1}}}^{i-1}; C_{D_{i}:P_{D_{i}}}^{i} ; C_{1:P_{D_{i}}}^{i+1} \) to the shared multimodal sphere as distribution tokens \((\mu_{\text{prior}}, \sigma_{\text{prior}}), (\mu_{\text{post}}, \sigma_{\text{post}})\), respectively. Intuitively speaking, the model learns a distribution of plausible transitions from an atomic action \( C_{1:D_{i}}^{i} \), to an atomic action with connections to adjacent actions \( C_{D_{i-1}:P_{D_{i-1}}}^{i-1}; C_{D_{i}:P_{D_{i}}}^{i} ; C_{1:P_{D_{i}}}^{i+1} \). Our natural loss \( L_{\text{nat}} \) measures whether the generated motions are within this distribution, and it is computed as follows:

\[
L_{\text{nat}} = l_1(C_{\text{gen}}, M_{\text{HD}}(\epsilon(\mu_{\text{prior}}^{i}, \sigma_{\text{prior}}^{i}))
\]

(6)

\[
C_{\text{gen}} = C_{D_{i-1}:P_{D_{i-1}}}^{i-1}; C_{D_{i}:P_{D_{i}}}^{i} ; C_{1:P_{D_{i}}}^{i+1}
\]

\[
\mu_{\text{prior}}^{i}, \sigma_{\text{prior}}^{i} = M_{\text{prior}}(C_{1:D_{i}})
\]

(8)

where \( \epsilon \) represents the reparameterization function [18], and \( M_{\text{HD}} \) represents the motion prior decoder.

**Contrastive Loss** As explained before, we use contrastive learning to enable the model further understand fine-grained semantics and inherited dependencies. From the forward passes, we get the generated motions from the original descriptions and synthetic descriptions. The contrastive losses will force them to be different from each other after processing an MLP \( N_{\text{mlp}} \). According to the experience in [34], the implemented MLP will project features to another domain which reduces the negative influence on the main generation task.

\[
L_{\text{con}} = \frac{L_{\text{mccon}} + L_{\text{tccon}}}{2}
\]

(9)

\[
L_{\text{mccon}} = \phi(N_{\text{mlp}}(M_{\text{enc}}(M_{1:D_{i}}^{i}))) \cdot \phi(N_{\text{mlp}}(M_{\text{enc}}(M_{1:D_{i}}^{i,syn})))
\]

\[
L_{\text{tccon}} = \phi(N_{\text{mlp}}(T_{\text{enc}}(W_{1}))) \cdot \phi(N_{\text{mlp}}(T_{\text{enc}}(W_{1}^{syn})))
\]

(10)

where \( \phi \) is a normalization function.

Once the training procedure is finished, the model will be sequentially given the atomic components of the complicated actions, for which the textual description \( W_{i} \) and the duration \( D_{i} \) of each atomic action are only required at test time.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

In this work, we train and evaluate our method on two open-source benchmarks, KIT Motion-Language (KIT-ML) and BABEL.

**KIT-ML** KIT-ML[30] is built based on two motion capture (MoCap) datasets (KIT Whole-Body Human Motion Database [27] and CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database) using the Master Motor Map (MMM) framework [38] and provides full action-level natural descriptions.

**BABEL** Similar to KIT-ML, the BABEL dataset [32] is also built based on the larger motion capture dataset collection AMASS and provides frame-level atomic action annotations. In contrast to KIT-ML, for each action sample, it provides a group of descriptions and labels. Each refers to a component atomic action with the start and end temporal locations of the full sequence. Meanwhile, BABEL contains more samples and covers more types of complicated actions. BABEL consistently has at least twice as many verb words as KIT-ML.
multi-head attention is set as 6. We preserve the dropout representations to be easily projected to a shared sphere.

### 4.3. Implementation Details

We find there are two main streams of evaluation metrics for text-conditioned motion synthesis. The first line of works [29, 2, 10] directly compare the generated motions with ground truth ones for evaluation. They mainly report Average Position Error (APE) and Average Variance Error (AVE). APE is the L2 distances between generated motions and ground truth ones. AVE, on the other hand, measures the difference in variations. It’s the L2 distances between variances of generated and ground truth motions. The root joint error only calculates the three coordinates (X, Y and Z) of the root joint. The global traj. errors only use the first two (X and Y) coordinates of the root joint. Mean local and mean global are calculated by averaging the joint errors under the local coordinate and global coordinate. APE and AVE are the only metrics reported by our baseline TEMOS[29], so we mainly followed it to make fair comparison on the KIT-ML dataset.

Another line of works [20] use indirect metrics to evaluate the quality of generated motions. Specifically, they use Frechet inception distance (FID), and action recognition accuracy (Acc). \(FID_{\text{train}}\) and \(FID_{\text{test}}\) represent distribution divergence from generated samples to training and test set. And Acc measures how likely the generated motions will be classified to the action label by the pre-trained action recognition model.

### 4.4. Results

As is shown in Table 1, we evaluate our method with two different settings of input on KIT-ML. The first line (Ours(full)) refers to the model that consumes the input descriptions all at once like what TEMOS did while the second line (Ours) refers to the model that uses the factorized descriptions. The factorized descriptions coming from BAEL’s annotation, since it also covers the samples of KIT Whole-Body Human Motion Database and CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database (the MoCap datasets KIT-ML is built on). When taking in the full action description (Ours(full)), we find our model still outperforms all previous SOTAs with noticeable margins. We assume the major improvements are brought by the implementation of natural loss and contrastive learning with the augmented synthetic data. When enabling the model to take factorized descriptions, our method gains significant improvement, where it almost doubles the performance against previous SOTA, TEMOS, on all eight metrics, which shows the superiority of the idea of factorizing actions into components of atomic actions.

Since our method is mainly designed to generate complicated actions, we also evaluate it on the recently released BABEL dataset [32]. Table 2 reports the reconstruction errors, when compared against previous works [29, 4], our method consistently outperforms in all eight metrics. On average, our method is 42 percent better than TEMOS [29] and 36 percent better than TEACH[4]. Table 3 shows FID and top1/5 classification accuracy. In this case, our method still achieves the best performance on all four metrics. However, the performance gap between ours and previous works is not that large when compared to the results shown in Table 2. We suppose that it’s because we follow the settings...
of [20] where a subset of actions that don’t cover enough complicated actions are evaluated. On the other hand, the upper-bound performance of the action classifier and motion encoder is not that high, which may also bring hidden bias to the evaluation results.

We also compare the methods on samples whose duration is longer than 20 seconds. As is shown in the last two lines of Table 4, our method is, on average, 2 to 3 times better than TEMOS. This verifies the superiority of our method on generating long and complicated actions.

5. Ablations

5.1. Usage of contextual information

In this section, we will explore how the usage of contextual information affects final performance. Our model applies text contextual information in $N_{avae}$ where it takes natural language descriptions of the target atomic action itself and its previous and next atomic actions. It also applies motion contextual information in $N_{cvae}$ where it refines and connects the atomic actions with the generated motions of its previous and next atomic action. To find out their independent contribution to the final performance, we trained a motion-context model whose $N_{avae}$ only conditions on the text description of the target atomic action to generate $T_{1:D_i}$. We also trained a text-context model that preserves the original settings of $N_{avae}$, but without $N_{cvae}$, and directly concatenates the generated motions of atomic actions through a simple average smoothing.

As is shown in Table 4, using text contextual information brings on average 14 percent improvements, and using motion contextual information brings much more significant 34 percent improvements. Meanwhile, we noticed that the performance of the text-context model is even worse than the TEMOS baseline in Table 2 with concatenated action-level descriptions. This is similar to the conclusion in natural language translation works [46]. We also explored the influence brought by using different temporal window sizes $P$ in $N_{cvae}$. We find extending from temporal size 1 to 3 brings noticeable margins, however, the model gets compa-
Table 4. Ablation study results: Here we report the performance of our method with different settings to show the improvements brought by each module or loss function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>text-context</th>
<th>motion-context</th>
<th>$f_{\text{full}, P=1}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{full}, P=5}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{full}, P=3} \times \text{syn}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{full}, P=3} \times L_{\text{nat}}$</th>
<th>Ours, $D &gt; 20$</th>
<th>$\text{TEMOS}{29, D &gt; 20}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>1.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>1.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>1.635</td>
<td>1.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>1.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>1.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Usage of synthetic samples

The use of synthetic samples not only enables the model to explicitly learn atomic-action level attributes but also functions as data augmentation, which improves the motion generation quality. As is shown in Table 4, the use of synthetic data improves on average 11 percent performance.

5.3. Implementation of Natural Loss

As mentioned in the previous section, we explicitly implement a natural loss to judge if the generated motions look natural or not. To explore the improvement brought by this loss function, we trained the same model without using the natural loss function. As is shown in Table 4, the implementation of natural loss brings an average of 16 percent improvements.

5.4. Qualitative Comparison

In generation tasks, the metrics often do not fully correspond to the quality of generation. We thus visualized several samples to demonstrate the superiority of our method. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that our method generates semantically correct and natural-looking motions whereas the generated motions by TEMOS are far from acceptable. In Figure 4(b,c), our method can correctly control the body part and motion speed of generated motion sequences by giving explicit natural language inputs.

6. Limitations

Although we have enabled the model to generate sequences of unseen complex actions from unique sequences of known atomic actions with independent attribute settings and timings applied, the biggest limitation of our model is that it still requires the atomic actions are ever learned. We find many atomic actions only appear in the validation set and our model can’t generate solid motions for them. One natural solution is to integrate our model with zero-shot learning methods [34]. We assume it a meaningful direction for future works.

Although the training set contains fairly enough “turn around” samples, we find our method still won’t perform that well on generating “turn around” motions. In many cases, it’s just rotating the figure around the z-axis, which is different from what people will naturally do in the real world. “Turn around” seems a simple motion at the first glance. However, we find it contains lots of details, which makes its generation pretty challenging. We also notice that the problem widely exists in almost all recent works[29, 4, 20], which may require a more powerful motion synthesis and language backbone.

Finally, we find that controlling motion speed sometimes deteriorates the generation quality. We assume it because we use simple speed-tuning operations to generate the synthetic samples based on ground truth motions. Such operations may bring discontinuity or unnatural motions, which deteriorates the generation quality. We assume applying computer graphics methods may solve this problem and we also leave this for future work.

7. Conclusion

We propose EMS, a two-stage text-conditioned elaborative motion synthesis model. A detailed discussion of limitations and future work is in the appendix. It enables the users to generate natural sequences of complex actions from natural language descriptions of known atomic actions with independent attribute settings and timings applied. Our method outperforms previous SOTAs on two benchmarks.
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